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QUOTATIONS ABOUT THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD

Here are some quotations I’ve collected over the years. But please don’t take them too seriously.

Go anywhere in England where there are natural, wholesome, contented, and really nice English people; 
and what do you always find? That the stables are the real centre of the household.
George Bernhard Shaw

American politicians will do anything for money; English politicians take the money and won’t do anything.
Stephen Leacock

God created alcohol just to stop the Irish from ruling the world.
Patrick Murray

An Englishman’s real ambition is to get a railway compartment to himself.
Ian Hay

The British habit of drinking whilst standing up is barbaric.
Glanvil Hall

The Americans are a funny lot. They drink whiskey to keep them warm, then they put ice in it to make it 
cool; then they put some sugar in it to make it sweet and then they put a slice of lemon in it to make it 
sour.  Then they say, “Here’s to you” and drink it themselves.
B. N. Chakravarty

The trouble with tea is that originally it was quite a good drink.
George Mikes

Poms (Australian English meaning a British person) don’t have much imagination because they have 
pinched most of their street names off the monopoly board.
Paul Hogan

In Scotland we have a verdict “not proven”. That means “not guilty, but don’t do it again”.
Andrew Brodie
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The national sport of England is obstacle racing. People fill their rooms with useless and cumbersome 
furniture and spend the rest of their lives in trying to dodge it.
Herbert Tree

The national dish of America is menus.
Robert Robinson

I have just returned from Boston. It’s the only thing to do if you find yourself there.
Fred Allen

There are only two classes of person in New South Wales - those who have been convicted and those 
who ought to have been.
Lachlan MacQuarie

In England it is bad manners to be clever, to assert something confidently. It may be your personal view 
that two and two make four, but you must not state it in a self-assured way, because this is a democratic 
country and others may be of a different opinion.
George Mikes

My watch is three hours fast and I can’t fix it. So I’m going to move to New York.
Steven Wright

In American policemen shout “Stop or I’ll shoot, bang bang”. In Los Angeles policemen shout “bang 
bang, stop or I’ll shoot”. In England policemen shout “Stop or I’ll shout stop again”.
Robin Williams

The English are a race of cold-blooded queers with nasty complexions and terrible teeth who once 
conquered half the world but still haven’t figured out central heating. They warm their beers and chill their 
baths and boil all their food, including bread.
P. J. O’Rourke

The motto for Cleveland is “You gotta live somewhere”.
Jimmy Brogan

There is no housing shortage in England today. That’s just a rumour put about by people who have 
nowhere to live.
G. L. Murfin
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The European Community is being run in a thoroughly un-British way.
Lord Bethell

The only pleasure an Englishman has is in passing on his cold germs.
Gerald Durrell

They drive so crazily in Chicago that anything moving slower than 65 mph is considered to be a house. 
J. Joshua

A complete description of Belfast is given by: population 200,000; early closing day Wednesday.
Shamus O’Shamus

British ferries have stopped carrying live animals to the Continent. This is making it very difficult for 
English fans to get to away matches.
Jo Brand

Of course I don’t mind the fight being at three in the morning. Everyone in Glasgow fights at three in the 
morning.
Jim Watt

The reason why the Australian accent can be offensive to the ear is flies. Australians speak as if there 
were a tax on lip movement because to open their mouth further would be to allow in flies.
James Oram

The devil take the English and their language! They take a dozen monosyllabic words in their jaws, chew 
them, crunch them and spit them out again and call that speaking.
Heinrich Heine

The sooner the Welsh language disappears the better.
Matthew Arnold

The British tourist is always happy abroad so long as the natives are waiters.
Robert Morley

The English think of an opinion as something which a decent person, if he has the misfortune to have 
one, does all he can to hide.
Margaret Halsey
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I must be the luckiest man in the world. Not only am I bisexual, I am also Welsh.
John Osborne

The English hate children. They keep their dogs at home and send their kids off to high class kennels, 
called Eton and Harrow.
Kathy Lette

A man in a queue is as much the image of a true Briton as a man in a bull-ring is the image of a Spaniard 
or a man with a two-foot cigar of an American.
George Mikes

I went to join the New York Public Library. The guy told me I would have to prove I was a citizen of New 
York, so I stabbed him.
Emo Philips

Americans are a broad-minded people. They will accept the fact that a person can be an alcoholic, a 
dope fiend, a wife beater and even a newspaperman, but if a man doesn’t drive, there’s something wrong 
with him.
Art Buchwald

Of course, if one had enough money to go to America, one wouldn’t go.
Oscar Wilde

People say New Yorkers can’t get along. Not true. I saw two New Yorkers, complete strangers, sharing a 
cab. One guy took the tyres and the radio; the other guy took the engine.
David Letterman

The streets are safe in Philadelphia. It’s only the people who make them unsafe.
Frank Rizzo

I don’t like England very much, but the English do seem a rather lovable people. They have such a great 
gentleness.
D. H. Lawrence
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